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Kansas Goes Modern

Workshop Supply List

Pattern - l'll have patterns for sale for $16, or you can

purchase a pdf download from my Etsy shop fors10. Here is

the link to my shop -

https :l/www. etsv.com /listi ng/5899739541ka nsas-soes-

modern-pdf-a-m u ltiple

I plan to have you work on the following blocks during the workshop -
r Part 4- Kansas Beauty - Technique: Applique. Fabric: 3 colors plus background
r Part 5 - Sunflower - Technique: EPP" Fabric: 1-6 scraps 2.5 x 5 inches.

r Part 7 - Kansas Dust Storm - Technique: Foundation Paper piecing. Fabric: 4 colors
plus background

o Part 9 - Kansas - Technique: Piecing. Fabric: 3 colors plus background
o Part 10 - Assembly - Technique: Prairie Points. Fabric: 7 colors plus background"

Fabric

r 4.5 yards neutral background fabric - you won't need all of this for the workshop,
but if you want to use the same fabric for every block, which I recomrnend, you

should get it all now. I used Grunge for the sample.

r I FQ plus scraps of read as solids for the blocks. You will need more to eomplete
the quilt, but this will be enough for the workshop. I used Grunge.

r Lightweight paper-backed fusible web

Sewing Machine with% inch foot and open toe foot.

Rotary cutting supplies to include a 6 x 12 inch ruler.

Pressing supplies - either individual or for the workshop

Typical sewing supplies. Neutral thread for piecing. Matching thread for applique blocks

{you can do this later).

Hand sewing supplies - needle and thread, thimble if you use one. Don't worry there is

not a lot of hand sewing - it's just to learn the EPp technique.

Open mind and sense of humor. Let's have fun!

Denise - djps1957@gmail.com
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